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hne 1 1 )

The_mbjective of this research project was to investigate, both

qualitatively and quantitatively, the behavior of materials in par-

tially slumped fluidized beds. View windows along the side of the

experiment facility made visual observations of bed profiles possible.

These observations were recorded on movie films showing the effects

of variations in slumping length, bed depth and fluidizing velocity.

Quantitative experiments were also carried out under different sets

of experimental conditions with pressure drops across the bed being

recorded. Dimensional analysis then correlates the pressure drops,

p
,in the form of

A
to Reynolds number, Froude number, the slumping

UF2pa

ratio of bed depth and particle size. Plots were constructed to show

the trend of variation in the pressure drop versus that of Reynolds

number and logarithm of Froude number, respectively, holding the

slumping ratio and the ratio of bed depth to particle size constant.

Statistical regression techniques were employed to develop two mathe-

matical models that provide quantitative predictions of the pressure

distribution in a slumped fluidized bed.



The results showed formation of ridges when the bed was slumped;

movement of the position of the ridge and also changes in its height.

No difficulty was encountered when the slumped region was refluidized

if the bed is originally fluidized under bubbling conditions. Two

mathematical models were proposed and were checked with the data ob-

tained in the experiments. It was shown that these models were

statistically acceptable however, an error test showed that improvements

are needed on these models. An example showing the application of the

mathematical model and a general scheme describing whether the slumped

region can be refluidized are included.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SLUMPING BEHAVIOR

IN COLD-PHASE FLUIDIZED BEDS

I. INTRODUCTION

Coal represents approximately 85% of the United States fossil

fuel resources and will certainly play an important role in achieving

greater energy independence (16). Of our our fuel reserves, coal

merits the technical development of solutions to the problems of in-

creasing the efficiency of thermodynamic cycles and to pollution

problems associated with its use. Preliminary research indicates that

industry and utilities may be able to burn high-sulfur coal with a mini-

mum of pollution through a process called fluidized-bed combustion. A

newspaper reporter described the new fluidized bed boiler as looking:

"...quite ordinary until you get a peek inside. A small
round window on the side of the tall firebox reveals a
liquid-like bed of orange, blazing coals speckled with
white limestone rocks, which tumble and slosh and heave
like ocean waves. The coals surrender their heat and the
rocks capture dangerous pollutants...The hot fluid in the
firebox heats up a maze of pipes that sends up a thunder-
ing cloud of steam. Engineers stand by to turn dials and
load more black coal chunks into this quivering monster -
more coal, more steam, more power...." (17)

The description is perhaps a bit theatrical but does present a

descriptive view of the new boilers. Actually, fluidized bed combus-

tion is based on the phenomenon called fluidizing, in which a bed

of small solid particles takes on some of the properties of a fluid

when subjected to a uniform upward flow of gas. When the fluidized

bed is of limestone particles, and crushed coal is introduced and

burned, the resulting combustion has a great number of attractions

for getting energy from coal. First, it is a more compact, cheaper
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method of burning high sulfur coal and other fuels in an environmentally

acceptable manner. Coal burning in an excess of air at temperatures

of 1500°F to 1600°F, rather than the 2600°F plus for conventional

boilers, produces less NOx and other undesirable gases. Sulfur in

the coal reacts during combustion with calcium in the limestone forming

an ash. Most of the sulfur is captured in the combustion area instead

of escaping as a gas (SO2). Second, the temperature is held below

the ash melting point preventing slag formation and thus allowing the

boiler tubes to be placed directly in the fluidized bed where the

heat transfer coefficient is about five times as great. Third, these

systems are not sensitive to the type of fuel used. They can burn

coal and oil of almost any grade (18).

The new fluidized boilers are not without problems, one of which

is what to do with the 400 Tbs=. of limestone required for each ton of

coal consumed. A second problem facing producers of utility boilers

is how to follow the electrical load pattern that is dictated by elec-

trical users. Conventional boilers reduce coal feed rates to accom-

plish turn downs of up to 90%. The new fluidized beds are more sensi-

tive to fuel needs and have been able to have a 10 to 20% combustion

decrease before large portions of the bed are extinguished entirely.

Boiler designers have proposed a novel technique to solve this problem.

It is deemed possible to segment the bed and as electrical demand

drops a small portion of the fluidized boiler can be "slumped", i.e.

the fluidizing air for that compartment is shut off, hence purpose-

fully extinguishing a section of the boiler. Some of the porblems

with slumping a fluidized bed are the ridge of excess material that

is thrown onto the slumped region and also the ability to refluidize
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the section that has been turned off.

This research offers a preliminary investigation on the slumped

bed while it is in the steady state slumped condition. Of particular

interest is a qualitative analysis of what physically happens to the

bed materials when air is shut off from one section. A second area

of study is to try to quantify some results concerning the perfor-

mance of a slumped bed. This thesis reports pressure profiles, for

many different bed configurations, which could conceivably be used

to predict mass flows through the packed bed (slumped region), the

fluidized section and would also permit mass flows to be calculated

in the interfacing region between the slumped and unslumped regions.

It should be noted that these experiments were conducted in a cold-

phase fluidized bed with no attempt here to relate them to the actual

hot bed processes.

Essentially no literature has been published on this subject,

hence dimensional analysis [1,15], one of the widely used strategies

in approaching new research topics has been employed as the major

means of implementing the experiments. Statistical regression was

used as an aid to produce mathematical models which are hoped to be

able to provide a quantitative prediction on the slumping behavior

in fluidized beds.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

A. Description of Experiment

Experiments were conducted in an eight-foot (2.44 m) by one-foot

(.305 m) fluidized bed consisting of three stacked eight by one by

four-foot (2.44 by .305 by 1.22 10_ steel boxed (Fig. 1). A distri-

butor plate formed by two pieces of sheet metal with center-aligned

holes and a copper screen sandwiched between was installed at the bottom

of the stacked boxes. Air was originally introduced from the bottom in-

to a single air inlet plenum attached underneath the distributor plate.

Strong spots of fluidization were observed at the middle section of

the bed due to direct impingement of air stream on the distributor

plate. A design of split air inlet plenums with air streams coming

in from the side walls of the plenums was then employed. The modified

design eliminated the strong spot of fluidization and also conformed

with the design of experimental facilities. Two control valves at

the inlets of the air plenums furnished further control of the air

flow. A reinforced rubber sheet running underneath the distributor

plate acted as the slumping mechanism. Two venturi orifices were in-

serted in the passage of the air inlet ducts and water manometers were

plumbed to each of them facilitating the equilibrating of air distri-

bution in the plenums and the measurement of air volume flow rate.

At the top of the bed was the air exit duct leading to the atmosphere

and a water seal which would open when the system pressure exceeded

safety levels due to mal-operation. The schematic diagram in Fig. 1

shows the configuration of the system and relative locations of dif-

ferent components. Figure 2 is a picture of the fluidizing section
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Fig. 2. Photographic illustration of the slumping fluidized bed.
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which was made of 1/8" thick sheet metal. In the bottom section,

large windows permitted visual observations of the bed profile and a

qualitative preview of the fluidization processes. Pressure taps are

also shown in the picture. These static pressure taps were at eight

different locations along the length of the bed and at three different

heights above the distributor plate. Figure 3 shows a disassembled

construction view of the pressure tap. The datum for pressure measure-

ments was at the top of the bed; pressure drops measured were across

the whole depth of the bed not including the pressure loss across the

distributor plate. Figure 4 shows the slumping mechanism. By pulling

the reinforced rubber sheet under the distributor plate, the air supply

to part of the bed was cut off and that part was slumped. Figures 5

and 6 are close-ups of the control levers and linkages to the valves

at the inlets of air plenums, taken from the front and rear of the bed.

Each of the two venturi orifices in the passage from the blower to

the air plenums were of the same size, eight inches (.203 m) outside

diameter, and five inches (1.27 m) throat diameter. Figure 7 shows

the dimensions and Fig. 8 is a picture of the physical structure of

the venturi orifices. Taps around the venturi orifices gave average

readings of the pressure variations and the potential head between

these taps was 15 inches.

The design of the distributor plate is of utmost importance in

fluidization engineering. One distributor plate design was used in

this experiment. Two sheets of metal with identical hole patterns

sandwiching a copper screen formed the distributor plate. The upper

plate has holes of diameter 7/32" (.00556 m) and the diameter of the

holes on the lower plate is 3/8" (.00953 m). The centers of the holes
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Fig. 3. Disassembled view of pressure tap fitting.

Fig. 4. The slumping mechanism.
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Fig. 5. Control levers of the valves at the inlet of the air
plenums viewed from the front of the bed.

Fig. 6. Control linkages viewed from the rear of the bed.
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Fig. 8. Outside configuration of the venturi orifice.
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are aligned with a center to center distance between holes of 3/4"

(.019 m) on both plates. A total of 1764 holes were drilled in each

plate. The size of the screen used was United States Standard Sieve

Series Number 40. Figure 10 presents these specifications in a graphi-

cal way and Fig. 9 is a picture of the distributor plate installed in

place.
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Fig. 9. Interior view of the slumping section showing distribution
plate.
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B. Experimental Procedure

Qualitative Research

Qualitative conclusions were obtained by running the bed at

different material depths, at various superficial fluidizing velo-

cities and at various slumping ratios. A major investigation was

concentrated on the observation of changes in bed profile due to the

slumping process. When the bed was slumped, redistribution of the

material in the bed occurred such that the bed depth was no longer

uniform throughout and different experimental conditions caused

different redistribution of material and thus different profiles.

Movies were used as the means of recording the profile change.

Quantitative Research

Dimensional analysis [1, 12, 15] and statistical regression [13,

14) were the tools utilized in quantitative research on the slumping

effect.

Detailed dimensional analysis can be found in Appendix A and

only the results are presented here for discussion. The results,

showed that the pressure difference has the following functional

relationship:

Ap
UFpadp UF

2p

a
pa Ls db Lb

t
F( ).

p
a

' Ayd d
UF2pa P

'

P
'

P
'

P
'

P dP

Notations used are interpreted as follows: UF, pa, pa designate the

velocity, density and viscosity of the fluidizing liquid, which is air

in this experiment. Mean particle size and the density of the bed

material are designated by d and p and the difference in specific

weights between the fluidizing and fluidized material is Ay. The

depth of the bed material and the longitudinal dimension of the bed
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are represented by db and Lb, and Ls specifies the slumping length.

The location from one end of the bed where pressure taps are installed

is expressed by 1.
U p d

The parameter
F a p

is in the familiar form of Reynolds. number

F2 pa

u
a

eyd

U

and is in the form of the square of the Froude number. On con-

sidering the purpose of this experiment, i.e. to examine the pressure

drop across the bed material along the length of the bed, the construc-

tion of these parameters have been changed to include the effect of
UFpa

R as defined above. The Reynolds number was transformed into
2

a

u
a

p

and the Froude number into . This practice is well justified
A

in the application of dimensional analysis, since the new parameters

were obtained by multiplying a dimensionless quantity for the
d,

Reynold's number and for the Froude number.

Another change was made when considering the way the slumping

effect should be taken into account. In the report prepared for the

U.S. Department of Energy, Morgantown Energy Research Center by

JAYCOR [12], the slumping of the bed was achieved by cutting off

air supplies to quadrants of the bed. This may be best described

by taking an area ratio of the slumped region with respect to the

bed area. For this experiment, the width of the bed is always con-

stant whenever the bed is slumped, therefore, the ratio L
s
/L

b
gives

the slumping ratio required. However, with different construction

of the slumping mechanisms, the formation of the slumping ratio

varies. This ratio is dimensionless and plays the role of an

independent variable in the regression analysis.
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The fourth parameter in the analysis is the ratio of the bed
d
b

depth to the mean particle size, . The last two parameters were

p
obtained from combinations of parameters found in the dimensional

analysis above.

The remaining factor is the ratio of fluid density to particle
P

density, , and it stays constant in the experiment because no

p
materials other than sand of different particle sizes were used.

Hence, it did not appear in the regression analysis.

Plots of Dimensionless Parameters

Data presentation consists of plots of the dimensionless groups

Ap Ap
vs. Reynolds number and vs. Froude number with the pro-

UF2pa
L

OF pa

duct of db/db and -± held constant. It was also found expedient to
Lb

plot -1P-19 vs. the common logarithm of Froude number. These plots
OF

pa

were generated on the computer. (For a complete program listing,

see Appendix B).

Statistical Regression

Dimensionless parameters were evaluated and established as a

data file that served as input to the regression analyses. The analy-

sis were performed by using SIPS (Statistical Interactive Programming

System, effective on OSU computer system) on the computer. Two

mathematical models were derived to describe the slumped fluidized

bed behavior and were the basis for the regression analysis with some

basic statistical tests being performed on the model to ascertain

their effectiveness.
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General Description of the Experiment

The bed material used was sand of different grades (EI-16 and

EI-8) supplied by Wedron Silica Division, Pebble Beach Corporation, in

Emmett, Idaho. Due to repetitive use of the material, the particle

size is distributed through a wide range and a sieve analysis was

carried out to provide mean particle sizes. The calculations of these

sizes were based on the strategy recommended by Kunii and Levenspiel

[2] in Fluidization Engineering. Instead of minimum fluidizing velo-

cities, superficial fluidizing velocities were used throughout the

course of the experimental work. The experiment was implemented under

three bed depths, 8", 12" and 15" (.203 m, .305 m, and .381 m). Data

were gathered when equilibrium had been reached for each experimental

condition.
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III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Qualitative Results

When the bed was slumped, bed material was observed to move

circularly into the slumped region due to spouting. The distance

particles can travel depends on the fluidizing velocity, slumping

ratio and particle size or the combination of the effects above.

Conclusions drawn from the observations are summarized below.

The circular-lateral traveling causes material redistribution

in the bed and the limitation imposed on the distance the particles

can travel yields a high density area where most of the particles

would reach and form a ridge in the bed. Figure 11 presents a phantom

view showing the formation of the ridge in the bed. On the fluidized

side of the ridge,particles are washed away by the mass circulation

in the unslumped region such that the frontward side would collapse

and form a straight slope. The angle of the slope was less than

40° and stayed constant. Its formation is explained as the result

of the balancing between the gravitational force and the drag force

between particles.

It is conceivable that at low fluidizing velocities the ridge

can be observed at medium and high slumping ratios. At low slumping

ratios the ridge shaped profile is "chopped" off by the physical

boundary and only a straight slope can be observed. Figure 12 shows

how the straight slope profile is formed.

At higher fluidizing velocities, particles can travel deeper

into the slumped region, and even when the bed is slumped by half of

the bed area only profiles of straight slope were observed. Increase
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in fluidizing velocity causes the ridge to retreat from its positions

at low velocities deep into the slumped region and the ride would

seem to "immerse" into the physical boundary of the bed. If an in-

finitely dimensioned bed is imagined, the ridge should always be

present. So even when the ridge is missing, the straight profile

is thought of as a portion of an imaginary ridge which would exist

under the experimental condition and as long as the situation permits,

the ridge is to emerge out of the physical boundary and the situa-

tion implies low fluidizing velocity and high sliimping ratio.

Conclusions about the effect of bed depth on the ridge height

were also formulated. High values of ridge height are always obtained

from deep beds when the height is expressed in terms of depth from

the distributor plate; however,.if the heights were expressed in

terms of the rise from the original packed bed depth, a consistency

in the ridge height was noticed. Bed depth doesn't have an effect

on the ridge height. A deeper packed bed only raises the ridge to

a higher level and with respect to the packed bed depth, the ridge

is no deeper than in a bed of shallow depth. Quantitative research

dows point out later that the pressure drop is higher because, with

reference to the distributor plate, the bed is deeper.

An analysis of particle size can be found in Tables 1 and 2 in

Appendix C and the effect of particle size is included below.

The differences in sizes showed that the locations of the ridge

under the same slumping ratio, bed depth and fluidizing velocity

were closer to the slumping front for the large particle size bed.

It was also concluded that particle size affected the height of

the ridge formed. Under the same experimental conditions, the ridge
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depth for large particle size bed was lower than that for small

particle size bed.

The explanation for this effect is not hard to perceive. The

advancement toward the slumping front for large particles was because

large particles are subject to a greater deflection force due to

gravity such that they are not allowed to travel as deep into the

slumped region as the smaller particles. Thus the_Tidge is formed

closer to the slumping front. The decrease in ridge height was be-

cause of a less concentrated particle distribution in the slumped

region; the more uniform scattering would obviously decrease the

height.

Because of this advancing phenomenon for large particles, com-

plete ridge congifurations were observed even when the bed was deep

and fluidized at a high fluidizing velocity.

Statistical tables showing where the above conclusions

were obtained are attached in Tables 3, 4, and 5 with SI units, and

Tables 3a, 4a, and 5a with English units. The author would like to

bring to the readers attention that when the location of the ridge

reads zero it indicates that a profile of straight slope was observed.

Movies were produced to show these phenomena in a systematic way.

For access to the movies, please contact the Department of Mechanical

Engineering at Oregon State University.
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B. Quantitative Results

Graphical Analysis

Plots showing correlations between the pressure parameter -1-P2--

UF pa

and Reynolds number or Froude number were generated for different

grades of sand (EI-16 and EI-8) (supplied by Wedron Silica Division,

Pebble Beach Corporation in Emmett, Idaho) at constant material depth

and superficial fluidizing velocity. Different slumping ratios were

distinguished on the plots by various marks. A slumping ratio of

one-eighth is plotted in squares, and a slumping ratio of one-quarter

in triangles. Asterisks represent a slumping ratio of three-eighths.

L,
Values of the dimensionless parameter

dk
' ' and the fluidizing velocity

dpLb

for the specific slumping ratio are presented at the right end of

each curve. Information about the material used and the bed depth

are shown on the plots. The velocity is also presented in a coded

form and each code specifies a definite blower speed. A positive dis-

placement blower was used to supply the high speed air and for each

specified speed code a constant volume flow rate of air was supplied.

At this constant volume rate of flow, the change in slumping ratio

caused different superficial fluidizing velocities due to the change

in the cross-sectional area of flow. Figure 13 shows how the velocity

changed when the slumping ratio was varied and the speed code was

maintained constant. Plots used as examples to obtain conclusions

are included. The remaining plots can be found in Appendix E. Figures

14 through 17 are plots of the pressure parameter vs. Reynolds number

for EI-16 sand with a bed depth of 15" (.38 m) at various superficial

fluidizing velocities, and Figs. 18 through 21 are plots of pressure
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parameter vs. the logarithm of Froude number under the same experi-

mental conditions.

As shown in the plots; and in spite of the differencein fluidizing

velocities,the trend of pressure variations for the same depth. and

the same various slumping ratios is identical. For the variations

of the pressure parameter with respect to Reynolds number, the pres-

sure parameter increases up to the slumping front and then stays con-

stant throughout the fluidized region with increase in Reynold's number.

There is a tendency that when the slumping ratio increases the pressure

drop variation flattens out and the increase rate of the pressure

parameter becomes less steep.

Figures 18 through 21 show the variation of the pressure para-

meter with the logarithm of the Froude number. The Froude number

has the added advantage of including the effect of the specific

gravity differences of the fluidizing stream and the bed material.

Calculations of expected pressure drops through the bed material can

be made at any location along the bed knowing the specific gravities

of the stream and bed material, the density of the fluidizing stream

and the superficial fluidizing velocity. It should be noted that the

variable 2, being in the denominator of the Froude number causes the

pressure parameter to increase with the negatively increasing loga-

rithms of the Froude numbers. The variations of pressure parameters

with reference to the Froude numbers still tend to flatten out at

high slumping ratios.

Another common phenomenon in these plots is that the pressure

parameters tend to decrease when the slumping ratio increases. The

squared velocity term in the denominator of the pressure parameter
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is believed to have caused this variation.

For a uniformly fluidized bed the pressure drop across the bed

is independent of fluidizing velocities as stated in Fluidization

Engineering, by Kunii and Levenspiel [22]. The same phenomenon

can be found in the raw data, but in these plots it is obvious that

the range of pressure parameters shrinks with the increase of the

superficial fluidizing velocity. The fact that the pressure para-

meter has the velocity squared in its denominator is the cause of

the shrinkage.

When the bed depth is increased, higher values of pressure

parameters were obtained under the same experimental conditions.

Figures 22 through 24 show the effect of bed depth. The pressure

parameter range changes from 0 to 750 in Fig. 22, from 0 to 1500 in

Fig. 23, and finally from 0 to 2200 in Fig. 24.

The effects of particle size were examined, too; but no pro-

nounced variation in pressure parameters could be found and the

author concluded that the difference in particle sizes in this

experiment was not large enough to show its effect. However, the

following regression analysis does show that particle size has an

influence on the pressure parameter in slumped beds.

Statistical Regression

The dimensional analysis presented above has shown that the

pressure parameter can be expressed as a function of dimensionless

parameters like Reynolds number, Froude number, etc. Two regres-

sion models were initialized according to engineering convention

and statistical investigation on scatter diagrams. The regression

showed that polynomial models should give better results, thus the
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first model proposed expressed the pressure parameter as a product

Of the four independent variables to different powers. In mathe-

matical form, the equation was depicted as

a a2 db a, L, a,
= a0 (Re)(Re) 1(Fr) (a--) °(72)

U2Fpa

The second model related the pressure parameter to the exponent

of the right hand side of the above equation, i.e.

a a, d a, L aA

exp[ao(Re) I (Fr) -0 -,(e)
OF pa p b

A regression analysis was used to find the values of a0, al,

a2, a
3
and a

4
and for the two models they won't necessarily be the

same values. Detailed schemes of the regressions performed on the

computer are included in Appendix F. A program was written to

evaluate the values for the above dimensionless parameters and the

results were saved as a data file for regression purposes. The num-

ber of data points is 384, which is adequate for regression analysis.

In the evaluation of parameters, constant values for the density

and the viscosity of the air, and the density of bed material were

employed. They were given as

p
a

= .072 lbm/ft
3

(1.15 kg/m
3

)

p
a
= 3.905 x 10

-7
lbf-sec/ft

3
(6.13 x 10

-5
N-sec/m

3
)

p = 97.5 lbm/ft
3

(1.56 x 10
3

kg/m
3

)

Values for i's, the locations along the length of the bed, where

pressure readings were taken, are 1", 13", 18", 29", 34", 46", 62"

and 78" (.025 m, 0.33 m, 0.46 m, 0.74 m, 0.86 m, 1.17 m, 1.58 m,
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and 1.98 m). The slumping ratios were fixed at values of 1/8, 1/4

and 3/8.

Calculated values of the dimensionless parameters were converted

to logarithmic form before regression analysis was implemented.

Regression analysis gives the final equations in linear form and

these equations can be easily transformed into the desired configu-

rations.

The first model was tried with all the data. The resulting

equation after transformationwas as the following:

p_t -.419 U, -1.513 db 1.345 Ls -1.05
.001( r ) (1611-24 ) (r)

U
2
pa

p
a

Two techniques were then used to investigate the reliability of

the model.

The first examined the model statistically bymmaking the

F-test and by observing the t values of the independent variables.

The F-test tests the null hypothesis:

Ho: so = al = 132 = s3 = $4 = 0

against the alternative hypothesis

Ha: 80 # al # a2 s3 f34 0

where 81 .'s designate the estimates of the coefficients in the

linearized model. With .95 confidence coefficient, F = 336 is much

greater than the F distribution value of F(.95; 4, 379) = 2.37.

This concludes the null hypothesis should be rejected and the alter-

native hypothesis is acceptable indicating the model is valid. The

tvalues for theindependent variables also show high correlation

between them and the pressure parameter.
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The other method used to check the model was to find the error

of the predictions obtained from the model by comparing to the ob-

served data. Results showed that 27% of the predicted values have

errors greater than 50%. The author then split the data into cate-

gories according to the slumping ratios.

For each category of data, a regression was performed and

different combinations of categorized data were also used as the

data sources for regressions. The purpose of combining data is to

test and see if some of them can be "pooled" into a single model

such that less equations are needed to describe the behaviors in

slumped beds. The categorization was achieved by sorting out all

the data with a slumping ratio of 1/8 into the first category and

1/4 into the second category, and 3/8 into the third category.

The pool test showed that data with a slumping ratio of 1/8

should fit in aseparate regression process and data with slumping

ratios of 1/4 and 3/8 should be subjected to another regression

process. Details of the pool test can be found in Appendix G.

Two equations were thus obtained depicting the relationship between

dimensionless parameters through the whole range of slumping ratios

and are shown below.

d. 1.105 Ls ,.488(F0-1.28(do)
Lb

27(Re)-
UF

2
pa id

d
l
1.464 L

s
-1.513

-AP- 1.22x10-4(Re)-'386(F6-1'631
'd

b'

OF pa pa b
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Statistically this model is better than the single equation model

presented above, and error analysis showed, that for this modified

mode1,22% of the predicted values have errors greater than 50%. These

two test strategies indicate models based on the proposed format

still need to be modified but should not be discarded

as the format conforms with usual engineering conventions. Modi-

fication may be accomplished either by doing more experiments to

gather more data to improve the regression results or by taking

into account more dimensionless parameters.

The result for the second model was obtained as

d

2
exp[.529(Re)

.24 L -1.98
-.0692(Fr)-.278(.b) (.$)

UF pa
ap Lb

Again, statistical tests and error tests were imposed on it.

Statistics indicated an acceptable model and the error test proved

that 31% of the predicted values have errors greater than 50%.

To show the application of the models obtained, the first modi-

fied model was used to predict pressure parameters for experimental

conditions at ordinary operating temperature of 1600°F.

A slumped fluidized bed with 15" (.38 m) deep EI-16 sand was

assumed to be operating at a superficial fluidizing velocity OF =

6.3 fps (1.92 m/s), a slumping ratio of 3/8 and a db/dp ratio of

500 (mean particle size d of EI-16 sand is .03"). At 1600°F, the

air density was evaluated by using the equation

p
a

= 1.325 P
b
/T

found in Marks' Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, where
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P
b

is the barometric pressure in inches of mercury and T is in degrees

F. The system was assumed operating at 5 psig, so the value for Pb

should be 40.72 in. (1.034 m) of mercury. The air density obtained

was .0337 lbm/ft
3

(.54 kg/m
3
). The viscosity of air was also found

in Marks' book. Its value was .04 centipoise and on converting to

English (SI) units it became 8.332 x 10-7 lb-sec ft-2 (3.99 x 10-5

N-sec m
-2

).

Reynolds number and Froude number were evaluated at

1', 2', 2.5', 3', 3.5', 4', and 5' (.3048 m, .6096 m, .762 m, .914 m,

1.067 m, 1.22 m, and 1.524 m). Pressure parameters were cal-

culated by substituting appropriate values into the equation for

the modified model one. The results are summarized as follows:

Governing equation

A 4 355
-1.631

db 1.464 L
sN

-1.513
2P-- 1.22 x 10-(Rer( Fr)

`d `LOF pa p
'

OF = 6.3 fps (1.92 m/s)

pa = .0337 lbm/ft3 (.54 kg/m3)

d
b

= 500,
up

s 3
T3-

Fr
UF2pa

1' 83.50 .792 x 10
4

.0210

2' 113.00 1.584 x 10
4

.0146

2.5' 123.73 1.980 x 10
4

.0131

3' 133.80 2.375 x 10
4

.0120

3.5' 142.40 2.770 x 10
4

.0111

4' 151.25 3.170 x 10
4

.0104

5' 166.67 3.960 x 10
4

.0093
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The plot in Fig. 25 was constructed to show the correlation

between the predicted pressure parameters and the Reynolds numbers.

The trend of variation obtained in the above graphical analysis

is well depicted in the plot.

The predicted pressure parameters can be further used in the

following scheme to foresee whether the slumped region would be able

to be refluidized when unslumping is necessary. As stated in

Fluidization Engineering by Kunii and Levenspiel [2] and in

Fluidization by Davidson and Harrison [5], the pressure drop across

the bed of a uniform depth changes in the form as shown in Fig. 26.

As described in the figure, the pressure drop increases to a point

where the fluidizing velocity is the minimum fluidizing velocity,

U
mf'

for that particular depth of packed bed and stays constant with

further increase in fluidizing velocity. At the higher velocity

rate, excess air other than that needed to reach incipient

fluidization passes through the bed in the form of bubbles. For

each depth of the bed there exists a specific curve giving informa-

tion on the pressure drop and minimum fluidizing velocity.

When the bed is slumped, there is still air passing through

the interstices between the particles from the fluidized region to

the defluidized region, but the velocity of the air is not high enough

to keep that part of the bed fluidized. This conclusion was drawn

from the fact that in the slumped region the pressure drops are

not zero.

If the pressure drops are to be predicted by the model at parti-

cular locations in the slumped region, localized air velocities can

be found from the particular curves for those locations. After
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finding the local air velocities and the minimum fluidizing velo-

cities, it can be predicted whether the air stream can unslump the

defluidized part of the bed.

Generally speaking, if the bed was fluidized in a bubbling

condition before being slumped, the air velocity is much greater

than the minimum fluidizing velocity and there is no difficulty in

refluidizing the slumped region at a later time. This phenomenon

was observed throughout the experiment.
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IV. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

A. Summary

A fluidized bed furnishes clean combustion of fossil fuel and

eliminates the hazard of polluting the atmosphere. Sulfur content

in the fossil fuel can be absorbed by a sorbent in the bed

transfered into solid waste while combustion is being carried

on. The solid waste still imposes problems in disposal management.

Immersed-in-bed heat transfer tubes have higher heat transfer

coefficients than conventional above-the-bed heat exchanger design.

The size of the fluidized bed can therefore be reduced because

less tubes are needed.

More savings in fuels can be accomplished if a bed can be

turned down when the electricity load is not at its peak value.

However, the turn down rate in fluidized beds without slumping

mechanism is in the range of 80%-90%, which can hardly fulfill the

purpose of saving fuel. Slumping is then used as the means for

achieving higher turn down rates. This research offers a preliminary

investigation on the effects of slumping a fluidized bed. The

results obtained are summarized below:

1) Ridges are formed as the result of mass redistribution

in the bed when it is slumped.

2) The complete configuration of a ridge is not always

visible under all the experimental conditions. It

only appears when the bed is fluidized at low velo-

cities and high slumping ratios.
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3) If an infinitely dimensioned bed is imagined, a com-

plete configuration of the ridge can always be expected.

Confinements from the physical boundaries of the

experiment facility renders the ridge to "immerse"

partially into the boundary and only a straight pro-

file can be observed. At suitable fluidizing velo-

cities and slumping ratios the ridge will emerge from

the boundary again.

4) The effect of increasing slumping ratios is the advance-

ment of the ridge toward the fluidized region if the

fluidizing velocity is low enough to allow the ridge

to show itself.

5) Generally, at high velocities only profiles of

straight slopes can be observed. However, as long

as the velocities are low enough to show the com-

plete ridge, the increase in velocities can cause the

ridge to "retreat" deeper into the slumped region.

6) When the bed depth is increased it always raises the

ridge to a higher level such that pressure readings

under the ridge increase with the increase of depths.

7) Positions of ridges in large particle size beds are

closer to the slumping front than that in small par-

ticle size beds and the height also tends to decrease.

Graphical results depict the variation of dimensionless pressure

parameters with respect to Reynolds number and Froude number.

1) With the increase of Reynolds number the pressure

parameter increases in the slumped region and stays
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constant in the fluidized region under constant slump-

ing ratio and bed depth. The same increasing trend

is found in the pressure parameter with negatively

increased logarithms of Froude numbers up to a slump-

ing ratio of 3/8.

2) When the slumping ratio goes from 1/8 to 3/8 the

pressure parameter decreases and the variation rate

in the pressure parameter flattens out.

3) The range of pressure parameters becomes smaller when

the fluidizing velocity is increased but when the depth

of the bed becomes deeper, the range of the pressure

parameter becomes larger.

Mathematical models showing the correlation between dimensionless

parameters are shown below:

Model one:
d 1.345 L -1.05

2 .001(Re)-'419(Fr)-1'513( 12) (-§)
'OF pa b

Model two:

- 0692 -.278
24 L

s
-.198Ap

exp[.529(Re) (Fr) (T)
d
b

]

UF2pa

Modified model one:

_la__ e)-.488(F6-1.281
db 1.105 L

s 1

`
UF2pa d

p
' L

b
8

1.22x10 4(Fe)-3-86(Fry-
1.63(

d

db 1.464 L
s.

-1.513

'OF pa
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L
s 1,3

Lb 4 "8

All three models are statistically acceptable but error tests didn't

indicate satisfactory accuracy on the predictions by these models.

The best result obtained was for the modified model one that 22% of

the predicted values have errors greater than 50%. Improvement with

this modified model does encourage further modifications to be

performed on these models.

An example presenting the application of the statistical model

in high operating temperature of 1600°F was included. The predicted

pressure parameters were plotted versus corresponding Reynolds num-

bers and the tendency in the variation of the pressure parameter

was comparable to that shown in the plots generated from experimental

data.

This indicates the effectiveness of extrapolation to some extent

of the resulting model to a realistic operating condition.

Predicted pressure parameters in the slumped region make possible

the evaluations of the local fluidizing velocity and also the predic-

tion whether the bed can be unslumped if the steam rate needs to be

increased.
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B. Recommendation

Due to the way the experiment was conducted, many dimensionless

parameters were not included in the regression analysis. As an

example, the ratio of the densities of the fluidizing liquid and

the fluidized material has not been taken into account because no

materials other than sand were used in the experiment so this den-

sity ratio stays constant and cannot be included in the regression

analysis. Other factors like the porosities of the distributor plate

and the bed material and the sphericity of the particles should also

have an influence on the fluidization of slumped beds.

The models don't give satisfactory results on the error test.

However, these models should not be discarded because they were first

formed according to engineering conventions and are believed able to

be improved by taking into account more dimensionless parameters as

suggested above.

Graphical approaches may also be utilized to give more informa-

tion with more parameters taken into account.

To predict whether the slumped region can be refluidized, more

dynamic effects, like the:interloak between the particles in the

defluidized region, should also be taken into account. Further

investigation in this scope of the slumped bed behavior is highly

recommended.
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APPENDIX A

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Derivations of dimensionless parameters were accomplished through

the knowledge in fluid mechanics [15]. The analysis started with the

functional equation:

op = c(UFa, Pa b, b,
a "
c, -

p
d, d

p
e, Ayf, Lsg, dbh, Lbi, L)

Definition of notations can be found in the List of Symbols at the

beginning of the literature. Three basic dimensions used are L, M

and T, corresponding to length, mass and time and dimensions of each

quantity are laid out as following (brackets indicate "dimension of

the quantity is"):

[op] = M/LT2

[UF] = L/T

[Pa] = [Pg] = M/L3

[pa] = M/LT

[dp] = [Ls] = [db] = [Lb] = [t] = L

M/T2
L2

On equating the dimensions for L, M, and T, we have

for M: 1 =b+d+c+ f

for L : -I =a- 3b - 3d -c+e- 2f +g+h+i+ j

for T: -2 = -a - c - 2f

and a, b, e can be solved in terms of all the other exponents:

a = 2 - c - 2f

b = 1 -d-c- f

e =f-c-g-h-i- j
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Substitute these exponents into the functional equation and collect

terms in accordance with the exponents, the following dimensionless

equation was obtained:

-c 2 -f -dLgdhLij
ctUFpadb\ (UF pal

(a )
f SI f f

b
' `d ka--J 'dp

a
' `Ayd I Pp PPPPOF pa

This relation, however, was presented in the text as:

2
UFpadn OF pa pa Ls db Lb

F( 9 j '14 2 9d)p
a

d Ay pg Op
"p

C1

p PUF2pa
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APPENDIX B

LISTINGS OF PLOTTING PROGRAMS

The following pages include the program listings of plot routines

for future reference. The library file COMPLOT is available on the

OSU computer system and can be accessed by using the commands below:

ATTACH, COMPLOT/UN . LIBRARY

X, LIBRARY, COMPLOT (on TTY) (LIBRARY, COMPLOT, on cards).

Then loading of the binary code of the main program and data file will

generate the plots needed. Details in the application of COMPLOT can

be found in the CYBER COMPLOT manual, available in Milne Computer

Center, OSU. The first program plots the pressure parameter vs.

Reynolds number, and the second program plots the pressure parameter

vs. the logrithms of the Froude number. The programs must be run from

tekterminals equipped with thumb wheels, since in the execution of the

programs graphical information is to be input to the programs by using

the thumb wheels.



- PROuX.J4
CO1f10%/21/0A7

i;EY-1, (7. T.6 )-IVISC
DIlz.t:E TE*IF

T-1..

1.912./,RfT1)/.1
INPUT -GAIL--
;FAL :L0,4/F.PTH

- ---101 FO2t1-(F/.0-1-A1
DO ICI I1,3

101 ;EAD int.TAM (I.J). J=1.8)
_c***_C.ALC-LiLLT ION -OF -C.I-teENSI chiL-E SS P.LRI.. Mi_.7 ER.3 :4CCD,.;...ISI-E.0 EY ELLLINC,
C4"` SUBROUTINES

- --
CAL L CALREYN

T

CAL. PLOTYPE (L)

CAL. F.IZE (11 .01.)

N=I-1

C1F44

- - -
'1?.8) 9;41 A 342. (3) /B2/PRES(19!) .DEPT1-1/1 AT I0(3)/B3/

. - -

( ) ( ) P L O

.?5.. ;75/

Is iE Cl3E
0, 2 X, .A14-

,
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2-3
CALL CF-IECK('Em.::,24,;EYsilIN,REthm4X)

- -
r1=1

<--:44- +

ALL rHECK(T;:m0,2-,FRESMIN,;RESMAX)
,<z_Y . )

CALL

YEACi=c tY!!AA-YmPI)
- _ _

x-ic=f;-.KVA-Rfl:V)/10.
Y1/.1:-Yr.i..I U.)

;)ES
y.a.c. j,i

1.1, C!)

DO I=1

IQ
.!0 ,747.7=--C.EPTI-!Rt...7 IC II) /. C71

.30
oLOTY(J)=PF.YN (I,J)

2 WCRK(J.1=ccES (I. J)
CALL FCINTS
cr, T/p! rT 11)

IIG1T(X,Y)
1D+

-CALL
ICLI,*.F.r.:GF1NPT (x, r)

ri
Cf. LL
..1:HAT-.:IZW-..1.NPT IX, Y)

:E.LAi71
. 105. FLj.JLi.,



--CALL SY-REFL-) X. Y-, ________
ICHAP=IG1.11401 IX,Y1

------. (A-, 5,
3 HAD.K=nt RPC+2

IC/144.:-.14-6.3:4P , 1

EN:L1:F (21102,LIEX)
1E12- FrArli.i .t.A0u.i.t. c/, t.LYA../)

CALL 1YMEEL(X,Y.G.,.2.21.LAX)
3L:tINP-T-1 X., Y_) -

ENCODr ,10 3, L AEY)
< 11 2 3 y I1

CAL... SYMPEL ( Y 2,19 ,LABYI
ICNAFcz.I X.,Y)
CALL rLOT(x,Y,0.G)

«FeALY=10h8ED
,Y I

CALL DLOT(NpYlii/e)
CALA. Y_)__ _

ICH APr-IGRINDT (X , Y )

-CALL ..I.UMbER ,

LA3=1EMSF EEO CODE
P fro')

CALL SYME,OL (X, Y,C
--IC IL P_IN Y_)_

CALL PLOT (X,Y,r),E)
-- L G- _

CALL 1-L 0-EN
s tap

E!'.13

Fax ALP F-13
COMr10'761/DA TA" VEL (3)/B2/2;ZES (1, i).1:EPTI-1%-tATIO(3)

DO
pprcr. ur.17-74T;t7:-"'LL1_112`...:Lt.,../(2'=*131_1.114-*?Ftai1z,)
RET OP:

_ ND
S'..1RROUT INF CAL::::Y`_ ill (3)1.93/REYN(12')?1/13::
RELL
ril r 11 I CLIL_L_LEJ

DAT- L/1. ,13. ,1E . 162 .,7 B. /
O0_1_2=_113
DO S J=1.E
_P=Y1,1-1,J) (_11_/ SC* 12 32. -2)
RETL1°)
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----13POGALP:--DIPIANAL II TAPZ1.L= C.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

COMMOI./F1/);.11-M ,9),P-I3A IR. VEL (3)/?2/DRES (3,6 ) DED71-,RAT 30(3) 1E3/

( 3 .-6 )-.4-1-S
DIM:LW:10N TEMP (21-),W0D<(6),D(3),PLOTX(81

1.12.1,rAT/0/.1?:..25..375,
C -INDU T-44.

1Dt:AD 11)(9,C.EPlh,xlItt1E.C32.7
- -F.D.441.1-(f3.GIA1-012), Al-) ---------

DO 1C: 1=11 3
( I )

101 RF.Au `1(tIATAM(I,J),J=1,3)
C*" ALCULAiION -OF ES P;.=,AMETFP.2.: AC;CmDL ISKEZ -Y CALLING -- -
C" SU9ROU7 INES

CALL CALF RUD

CALL. cLfrYPF. (L. )
0.44 C)-

CALL SIZE (11.01..)
----CO -2L--1-=1-,-.3

N=/ -1

K=4E4J

CALL CHEZ.V(TE-mc.24,FRLIOMIN,FRLIDmAX)
1 :=1,Z

N= I

K=y-tj
C te(7

- -C; 11' f-tc. F-k1.11.tt7 .1 0 0 _
CALL :it tZGE-(0RESMIN.c;ES,11X.1'3, "UN, YoAX,13.)

YFAC:T=6./(VHI-x-YeIt4)
A L-L-Z-C-L117.4 _ _

XTIL:=(ImtY.-P,I1IN)/15.

Ca.* CRAW LYE'S

1.1, 3)
NARK=18
:ID 3 7=1.7

j":-1..1, - 1 6-3-:, 0 7-0
FA;;7=rE7i-,=.1.1"IL(.1)/...-E

30 FL2,i=i...i_c7h4 zt77.3 ( 71/. C31
._ 4 3 _DO 2

PLCITX(J)=FRUi.". (1, J)

_ 2 .61L.. t Es I: 4
L'.4LL FG7NTS

.L L - ^ cK
ICHA=:G11"-,IIPT ()(0)

(27.,10L, L;.!:)
104 FOR,..;."(x()D4F..c/>'4?) (L.',43</i_>4.:()=2)

-CALL F. vmaEL 44,
ICH"R=IGP.INF7 (AO')

,

rLL.

EN:OLV;
-- -1D tiL :-1 1.51.UP =



-CALL - SYmbZL X,-Y-I-C.,-.1,19,1-40)
1061,.: /GRINPT IX 0')

- CAL-NuMAE9-(X,V,Z.,-.1.5..VE-1. ( II )
3 MANKARK+2

I -2.4P-LL ,
ENCGD: (1-2,102, L X)

- - 102 FORmA71-1511-01:(1...t.v..).1.4cAlA3..)cstvc/A,...0v44<)>7_1<"_V>..72cj.$)

CALL SVIV.:-.EL Y.L ...2.43,LABX)

E14:0Dr(19,103.LAEY)
1-03 Cf12e4t7 t....ru,...r.-jvs .,),-`2A0v1/%4

CALL SYMEEL ,Y,5C 2,19,LALYI

CALL FLO7 (X V, 0,
III 46GL-1X. kt4Z-4-E)

ARR., Y=1 UFFED r ECTs-it

CALL
- S Yw6LJL L 3,-AR-RA Yl_ _

(x,11
-1.1.1PiEE:,-44,- Y.

L4:'Sciip

CALL ;vM?0L(r-IY...1.1.15.LAS)
j":14.,F=7Gc,INP7 t_1(..Y)

CALL =LOT (X L)

CALL g LCTEND
STL3,:
END
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,DFc7H, RA.TIO (3)

-

D! 1 Jr-1,f
1 -= 7:-.3-14-.-o-t--3-2-.-2--C-A-57 4,7 74 7 "

RFTuzl,
- 3

5.951:CtiTIN:=

RE -1 L L

DAT. L/1,13,1t..2g.,34..I.E.,62.,78./.GtelL/7.F..,

DO 1 J=1,
1F2J Z. L.C.C1L_L-VILL 1_11-/_S1 132.2=_G.AM LIA1`1_1_1)J01.1i
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APPENDIX C

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS

The particle size analysis recommended by Kunii and Levenspiel in

their book, Fluidization Engineering, is adapted and the particle size

dp can be expressed as:

1

p E(X/d ).
i P 1

where X is the weight fraction in the sieve interval and d is the mean

particle size for the same sieve interval. Data obtained are tabulated

in Table 1 for EI-16 sand and in Table 2 for EI-8 sand supplied by

Wedron Silica Division, Pebble Beach Corporation, in Emmett, Idaho.
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Table 1. Size distribution of EI-16.

Diameter
range, mm (in)

dpi

mm (in)
sample

wt kg (lb)

wt.

fraction
X.

(X/dp)i

1

mm

2.362 2.3620 .00136 .001599 .000677

(.093) (.093) (-.003)

2.362-1.651 2.0065 .00544 .006397 .003188
(.093-.065) (.079) (.012)

1.651-1.397 1.5240 .0104 .01226 .008045
(.065-.055) (.060) (.023)

1.397-1.168 1.2825 .0680 .07996 .062350
(.055-.046) (.050) (.150)

1.168-.84 1.0040 .2413 .2836 .2825

(.046-.0328) (.040) (.532)

.84-.589 .7145 .4069 .4782 .6693
(.0328-.0232) (.028) (.897)

.589-.417 .503 .1084 .1274 .2533

(.0232-.0164) (.020) (.239)

.417-.25 .335 .0077 .00906 .02717

(.0164-.0098) (.013) (.017)

.25-.149 .149 .0018 .00213 .01068

(.0098-.0058) (.006) (.004)

total sample wt. .85 kg (1.876 lbs)

E(d)
1

= 1.32

dp 1 .759 mm = .03"

P
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Table 2. Size distribution for EI-8.

Diameter
range, mm (in)

dpi
sample

mm (in) wt kg (lb)

wt.

fraction
X.

(X/dp)i

1

mm

2.362

(.093)

2.362-1.651
(.093-0.65)

1.651-1.397
(.065-.055)

1.397-1.168
(.055-.046)

1.168-0.84
(.0467.0328)

.84-.589
(.0328-.0232)

.589-.417
(.0232-.0164)

.417-.25
(.0164-.0098)

.25-1.49

(.0098-.0058)

2.3620 .0050
(.093) _(.011)

2.0065 .043
(.079) (.095)

1.5240 .065
(.060) (.144)

1.2825 .127
(.050) (.280)

1.004 .213
(.040) (.470)

.7145 .0916
(.028) (.202)

.5030 .0295
(.020) (.065)

.3350 .0014
(.013) (.003)

.149 0
(.006)

.00841

.07263

.1101

.2141

.3593

.1544

.0497

.00229

0

.00356

.0362

.0722

.1670

.3580

.2160

.0988

.00685

0

total sample wt. .59 kg (1.308 lb)

E(L) . .96

dp = 1 1.04 mm = .041"

i p
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APPENDIX D

STATISTICS LEADING TO QUALITATIVE CONCLUSIONS

Information on bed profiles when the bed is slumped is sum-

marized in the following tables. Units for velocities and all other

lengths are in m/s (fps) and m (inches), respectively. Xh denotes

the position of the ridge measured from the slumping end of the bed;

d
h
is the depth of the bed at the ridge. When a straight slope pro-

file was observed, Xh was recorded as zero and dh was the height of

the slope at the left end of the bed. Figures below show how these

quantities are defined. All measurements were made after an equili-

brium state was reached. Table 3 (3a) gives such information for a

bed depth of .20 m (eight inches), Table 4 (4a) for a bed depth of

.30 m (12 inches), and Table 5 (5a) for a bed depth of .38 m (15

inches).

ridge Xh=0

/straight slope profile
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Table 3. Observations of ridges for shallow beds (SI units).

Bed depth: .20 m

Material EI-16 EI-8

L
s
/L

b
U
F

X
h

d
h

U
F

X
h

d
h

1/8 1.19 0 .34

1/4 1.43 .15 .38 1.39 .33 .36

3/8 1.58 .51 .38 1.62 .56 .36

1/8 1.52 0 .38 1.49 0 .36

1/4 1.77 .25 .43 1.72 .28 .38

3/8 1.91 .43 .43 1.92 .48 .38

1/8 2.29 0 .38 1.89 0 .36

1/4 2.62 0 .53 2.22 0 .42

3/8 2.71 .25 .51 2.43 .38 .43

1/8 2.95 0 .38 2.30 0 .33

1/4 3.35 0 .46 2.68 0 .53

3/8 3.51 0 .66 2.83 .30 .48
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Table 3a. Observations of ridges for shallow beds (English units).

Bed depth: 8 inches

Material EI-16 EI-8

L
s
/L

b
U
F

X
h

d
h

U
F

X
h

d
h

1/8 3.91. 0 13.5

1/4 4.70 6 15 4.57 13 14.0

3/8 5.20 20 15 5.31 22 14.0

1/8 4.98 0 15 4.90 0 14.0

1/4 5.80 10 17 5.65 11 15.0

3/8 6.26 17 17 6.29 19 15.0

1/8 7.50 0 15 6.24 0 14.0

1/4 8.60 0 21 7.27 0 16.5

3/8 8.90 10 20 7.97 15 17.0

1/8 9.67 0 15 7.54 0 13.0

1/4 10.98 0 18 8.80 0 21.0

3/8 11.50 0 26 9.30 12 19.0
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Table 4. Observations of ridges for medium beds (SI units).

Bed depth: .30 m

Material EI-16 EI-8

L
s
/L

b OF
X
h

d
h

U
F

X
h

d
h

1/8 1.19 0 .38 1.13 0 .46

1/4 1.38 0 .48 1.32 0 .56

3/8 1.57 .38 .53 1.52 .46 .51

1/8 1.52 0 .48 1.48 0 .46

1/4 1.65 0 .53 1.68 0 .62

3/8 1.98 .30 .60 1.95 .36 .53

1/8 2.32 0 .48 1.82 0 .47

1/4 2.70 0 .65 2.10 0 .62

3/8 2.60 0 .76 2.37 .23 .61

1/8 2.53 0 .48 2.30 0 .48

1/4 2.88 0 .66 2.64 0 .61

3/8 3.05 0 .76 2.93 0 .74
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Table 4a. Observations of ridges for medium beds (English units).

Bed depth: 12 inches

Material EI-16 EI-8

L
s
/L

b
U
F

X
h

d
h

U
F

X
h

d
h

1/8 3.89 0 15.0 3.70 0 18.0

1/4 4.54 0 19.0 4.32 0 22.0

3/8 5.15 15 21.0 5.00 18 20.0

1/8 4.98 0 19.0 4.84 0 18.0

1/4 5.40 0 21.0 5.50 0 24.5

3/8 6.50 12 23.5 6.40 14 21.0

1/8 7.60 0 19.0 5.97 0 18.5

1/4 8.86 0 25.5 6.89 0 24.5

3/8 8.52 0 30.0 7.77 9 24.0

1/8 8.31 0 19.0 7.54 0 19.0

1/4 9.46 0 26.0 8.67 0 24.0

3/8 10.00 0 30.0 9.60 0 29.0
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Table 5. Observations of ridges for deep beds (SI units).

Bed depth: .38 m

Material EI-16 EI-8

Ls/Lb OF X
h

d
h

OF X
h

d
h

1/8 1.13 0 .46 1.10 0 .52

1/4 1.46 0 .61 1.31 0 .69

3/8 1.62 .30 .62 1.52 .41 .56

1/8 1.46 0 .47 1.44 0 .52

1/4 1.71 0 .64 1.68 0 .69

3/8 1.92 0 .71 1.92 .30 .62

1/8 1.89 0 .53 1.92 0 .52

1/4 2.16 0 .69 2.26 0 .70

3/8 2.44 0 .81 2.47 0 .79

1/8 2.26 0 .53 2.29 0 .53

1/4 2.62 0 .70 2.65 0 .71

3/8 2.80 0 .81 2.99 0 .79
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Table 5a. Observations of ridges for deep beds (English units).

Bed depth: 15 inches

Material El-16 E1-18

L
s
/L

b
U
F

X
h

d
h

UF X
h

d
h

1/8 3.7 0 18.0 3.6 0 20.5

1/4 4.8 0 24.0 4.3 0 27.0

3/8 5.3 12 24.5 5.0 16 22.0

1/8 4.8 0 18.5 4.74 0 20.5

1/4 5.6 0 25.0 5.5 0 27.0

3/8 6.3 0 28.0 6.3 12 24.5

1/8 6.2 0 21.0 6.3 0 20.5

1/4 7.1 0 27.0 7.3 0 27.5

3/8 8.0 0 32.0 8.1 0 31.0

1/8 7.4 0 21.0 7.5 0 21.0

1/4 8.6 0 27.5 8.7 0 28.0

3/8 9.2 0 32.0 9.8 0 31.5
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APPENDIX E

GRAPHS SHOWING CORRELATION BETWEEN DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

The following plots show the relationship between the pressure

parameters and the Reynold's numbers, and the relationship between

the pressure parameters and the logarithms of Froude numbers. Values

at the right hand side of each curve are those for the dimensionless
db L

quantity (7---) (f.--s) and the superficial fluidizing velocity at the
up b

specific slumping ratio. Materials used in the experiment, bed depths

of materials and speed codes are presented in these plots, too.

Speeds are coded because a constant volume flow rate is always sup-

plied to the system for the same speed code and different slumping

ratios may result in different superficial fluidizing velocities due

to change in flow area of air. A slumping ratio of 1/8 is represented

by squares, and a slumping ratio of 1/4 by triangles. Asterisks de-

note a slumping ratio of 3/8.
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.Z0E+05 .40E+05 .60E+05 .80E+05 .10E+06 .12E+06 .14E+OS .16E+06 .18E+0S .20E+0S

Uppoe/,u.



900.00

810.00

720.00

630.00

540.00

Ciev

D 450.00
-....,,_

CL
<1 360.00

270.00

180.00

90.00

(db/dp)(1...A.)= 48.39
EI-16
BED DEPTH: 12

13 SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.98 SPEED CODE 2
o o o

A
A

GI--

(dadp)(Lal.j= 96.77

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.43

(c1b/d0(1-11-.).= 145.2

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 6.51
3k

0.00 ' ' a / * - 1 ill at ,sf-orfot is f---,--t--.--1--.--.--4
0. .26E+05.52E+05.78E+05.10E+06 .13E+06 .16E+06 .18E+06 .21E+06 .23E +06 .26E +06

urpoe/Ao



400.00

360.00

320.00

280.00

240.00

rQ 200.00

160.00

120.00

80.00

40.00

o.00
o.

a 0

(dad,)(l.d1.4).. 48.39

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL... 7.59

E I 1 6
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 3

(dad.)(-14)- 96.77

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 8.86

3k

(dadO(L1.0-, 145.2

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL... 9.52

.40E+05 .80E+05 .12E+06 .16E+06 .20E+06 .24E+06.28E+06.32E+06.36E+06.40E+06

U ppoth.t.



2200.00

1980.00

1760.00

1540.00

1320.00

N h.°

D 1100.00
-,...,,..

CL
<1 880.00

560.00

440.00

220.00

0.00

(cld,)(1.14)= 60.48
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL., 3.68

0

EI-16
BED DEPTH:15

SPEED CODE 1

(dad.)(L.A.)- 121.0
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4;78

a

(dad,)(L/L,,)=. 181.5

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL..= 5.31

.20E+05 .40E+05 .60E+05 .80E+05 .10E+06 .12E+06 .14E+06 .16E+06 .18E+06 .20E+06

U ?pot/ A.



1300.00

1170.00

1040.00

910.00

780.00

650.00

520.00

390.00

260.00

130.00

0.00
0.

0 0

A

(ddd,)(Ldl..). 60.48
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 4.82

0

0

(djd,)(1../LJ= 121.0
LSUPERF.FLUD. VEL.= 5.62

A

(cidd,)(Ld1.4)= 181.5

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 6.26

EI-18
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 2

.24E+05.48E+05.72E+05.96E+05.12E+06 .14E+06 .17E+06 .19E+06 .22E +06 .24E +06

Upcf/A.



800.00 -

720.00 -

640.00

560.00

480.00

0
NQ 400.00
D

04

Q320.00

O

0 0

(dad,)(Lft.,) 60.48
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 6.24

0

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 3

(d./d,)(1../LO- 121.0

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 7.12

A

240.00

160.00 -

80.00

(dadjo.../Lj= 181.5

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 7.97
3K

0.00 r r r, I I r r r r 10. .30E+05 .60E+05 .90E+05 .12E+06 .15E+06 .18E+06 .21E+06 .24E+06 .27E+06 .30E+06

UpPoe/iuo



ev(:)7-

275.00

Cl
220.00 -

550.00 -

495.00 -

440.00 -

385.00 -

330.00 -

O

O

0

(d/d,)(1,/1.4).. 50.48

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 7.37

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 4

(dad.)0-i4Om 121.0
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 8.60

165.00 -

110.00 -

55.00 -

(d./0(4/1.) 181.5

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 9.20
3X

0.00. r r- 1 I 4 I I0. .35E+05.70E+05 .11E+06 .14E+06 .18E+06 .21E+06 .25E+06.28E+06.32E+06.35E+06

uppi/A.



1400.00

1260.00

1120.00

980.00

840.00

700.00

560.00

420.00

280.00

140.00

0.00
0.

(db/t0(11 LO= 32.61

SUPERF. FLUD VEL.= 3.70

EI-8
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 1

(did,)(L./L0= 65.22

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.32
A

(dadd(L.A.)= 97.83

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.00
3e(

.20E+05 .40E+05 .60E+05 .80E+05 .10E+06 .12E+06 .14E+06 .16E+06 .18E+06 .20E+06

U,A,e/



900.00 -

810.00 -

720.00 -

630.00 -

Cr. 540.00 -
Dc.4.,.

(Vd)(1.l.,)= 65.22
UPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.53 ,CL 450.00 -

.21
- A

-<1

360.b0 - (dad,)(1-0-)- 97.83
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.=

I( 6.39

(c1,1d,)(1-11...)- 32.61

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.84

13 0

E I E3

BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 2

270.00 -

180.00 -

90.00 -

0.00 I 4 I 4 1 4 . 4 I 4--.---4--4--I0. .24E+05.48E+05.72E+05.96E+05.12E+06 .14E+06 .17E4-06 .19E+06 .22E +06 .24E +06

3K

Urpoe/m,,,



600.00

540.00

480.00

420.00

0360.00

N pr

300.00

CL

240.00

180.00

120.00

60.00

0.
0.00

0 0

0

a

(dad)(L.A.). 32.61

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.97

0 E I 8
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 3

(Vd,)(Lft.,,),0 65.22

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 6.89

(dadp)(1./4)-,-- 97.83

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 7.77

.30E+05 .60E+05 ,90E+05 .12E+06 .15E+06 .18E+06 .21E+06 .24E+06.27E+06.30E+06

U, p ot /p,



2200.00

1980.00

1760.00

1540.00

1320.00

" limo

880.00

660.00

440.00

220.00

00.00

0

0

A

0
(c1,/d,)(4/1),= 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. 3.57
0

EI -8
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 1

(d,id,)(1.../L0= 81.52

SUPERF. FLUD. 4.32
A

0./d00,../1-0= 122.3
SUPERF. FLUD. XEL.= 5.00

.20E+05 .40E4-05 .60E+05 .80E +05 .10E+06 .12E+06 .14E+06 .16E+06 .1E4E+06 .20E+06

urpot/A0



1200.00

1080.00

960.00

840.00

o 720.00

c4C1*

600.00

0 0
0 SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.74

(dad,)(1..1.4)= 40.76

0 EI-8
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 2

(dad,)(1-14)' 81.52

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.53

A

a. (dad.)(LAO- 122.3
<1

480.00
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 6.29

360.00

240.00

120.00

0.00
O. .24E+05.48E+05.72E+05.96E+05.12E+06 .14E+06 .17E+06 .19E+06 .22E +06 .24E +06

urpathz.



750.00

675.00

600.00

525.00

c.,,Q0,450.00

CL375.00

300.00

225.00

150.00

75.00

0.00
0.

(db/d,)(1../4)= 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 6.30

0

BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 3

(djd,)(L./Lj= 122.3
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 8.07

.32E+05 .64E+05 .96E+05 .13E+06 .16E+06 .19E+06 .22E+06 .26E+06 .29E+06 .32E+06

u cgua



500.00

450.00

400.00

350.00

(-3". 300.00

250.00
0_

200.00

150.00

100.00

50.00

0.00
0.

a

(dad)(1./1..)= 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 7.54

EI-8
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 4

(4/d,)(1.../L,.)= 81.52

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 8.73

(dad.)(1-il-b).° 122.3

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 9.77
3K

.40E+05 .80E+05 .12E+06 .16E+06 .20E+06 .24E+06.28E+06.32E+06.36E+06.40E+06

U,A,V,u,



750.00

675.00

600.00

525.00

(..° 450.00

-6\375.00

300.00

225.00

150.00

75.00

0.002.80 2.68 2.56 2.44 2.32 2.20

D

0

O

cf,XL.,/l..) 32.26

SUPERF. VEL..= 3.58

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 8

SPEED CODE 1

3X

(dad.)(L.A.)- 54.52
St5PE.ZF. FLUD. VEL. 4.66

(AX L.
SUPERF U.. VE .15

2.08 1.96

e0F(ud(Aye/P0)1/2)

1.84 1.72 1.60



400.00

360.00

320.00

280.00

240.00

200.00

< 160.00

120.00

80.00

40.00

0.00
-2.60 -2.49 -2.38 -2.27 -2.16 -2.05 -1.94

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 8

SPEED CODE 2

(djd,)(1.../L.,) 64.52

PERF. F1UD. VEL.- 5.82

-1.83 -1.72 -1.61 -1.50

femi(u,/(Aye/po)' /2)



1500.00

1350.00 - Cr

1200.00 -

1050.00 4-

900.00

evQ7- 750.00 --

CL<I 600.00 -

450.00 --

300.00 -

150.00 -

0.00
-2.70 -2.59 -2.48 -2.37 -2.26 -2.15 -2.04

A

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 1

d,)(L,/1)= 48.39

SUPER 7 UD. VEL.= 3.89

3K (4/14)- 96.77
SUPERF. FLi VEL.= 4.54

A

(dad,)(1.../14)30 145.2

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 5.11.

-1.93 -1.82 -1.71

toy,(upl(fryt/p.)'/2)

-1.60



900.00

810.00

720.00

630.00

540.00

r4 450.00

0_<I 360.00

270.00

180.00

90.00

0.00
-2.60 -2.49 -2.38 -2.77 -2.16

0 EI-16
8ED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 2

A

A A
A (cVd,)(1../14).. 48.39

RF. FLUD. VEL.- 4.98

3K

(did,)(L11.4)= 96.77

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 5.43

(dad,)(t../L.,)- 145.2

SUPERF. FLU VEL. .51
-2.05 -1.94 -1.83

to-7(up/(A7e/p0)1/2)

-1.72 -1.61 -1.50



400.00

360.00

320.00

280.00

240.00

s'', 200.00

160.00

120.00

80.00

40.00

0.00
-2.40 -2.29 -2.18 -2.07

0

0
E I 1 6
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 3

(dadp)(1-11.4),, 48.39

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 7.59

(d1/c1,)(L.,44,)= 96.77

-1.96

RF. FLUD. 8.86

.) Q.. 145.2

-1.85 -1.74 -1.63 -1.52

09,(up/ (Aye/P.)1/2)

-1.41 -1.30



2200.00

0 0
1980.00 0 SPEED CODE 1

1760.00

1540.00

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

1320.00

"CE 1100.00

..,..,
Ca_

<1
880.00

660.00

440.00

220.00

0.00
-2.70 -2.58 -2.46 -2.34 -2.22 -2.10 -1.98 -1.86 -1.74 -1.62 -1.50

A
A

(Vd.)(4/4)- 60.48

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 3.68

(Vd,)(1-0-0''' 121.0

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.78

(VOL/4)= 181.5
UPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.31 X-

tay,(1-V(Aye/p0)1/2)



1300.00 -
0

1170.00 -

1040.00 -

910.00 -

780.00
0

D 650.00

CL
<1 520.00

390.00 -

260.00 -

130.00 7

0.00
-2.60 -2.49 -2.38 -2.27 -2.16 -2.05 -1.94

0

0

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 2

(dd,)(1.14)= 60.48

SU F. FLUD. VEL.= 4.82

-1.83 -1.72

tosp(14/(Aye/p.)1/2)

-1.61 -1.50



800.00 --

720.00

840.00 -

560.00 -

480.00

Da D 400.00

<I 320.00

240.00

180.00

80.00

0.00
-2.50 -2.39 -2.2B -2.17 -2.06

a
A

O

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 3

(dad,)(1../L.). 60.48

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 6.24

(dad,)(l../L,)- 121.0

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 7.12

Vd,)(1../Lb)=, 181.5

-1.95 -1.84 -1.73 -1.62

t/39,(up/(Aye/P.)1/2)

-1.51 -1.40



550.00

495.00 0

440.00

385.00

330.00

"es,j 275.00

Cl< 220.00

165.00

110.00

55.00

0.00
-2.40 -2.29 -2.18 -2.07

EI-16
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 4

o dad,XL./14).. 60.48

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 7.37

(dad,)(1../4)= 121.0

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 8.60

)(LAO" 181.5

-1.96 -1.85 -1.74 -1.63 -1.52

toy-(u /(Aye/p.)1/2)

-1.41 -1.30



1400.00

1260.00
0

1120.00

980.00

Q°
rv-4-
Dru

840.00

700.00
CL

560.00

420.00

280.00

140.00

0.00

El-8
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 1

(dad.)(L.A.)- 32.61

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 3.70

(clad,)(L./Ljm. 65.22

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 4.32
A

d,)(1.../L0- 97.83
SUPERF. FLUD. 5.9

-2.70 -2.59 -2.48 -2.37 -2.26 -2.15 -2.04 -1.93 -1.82

09,(ur/(A-ye/p.)1')

-1.71 -1.60



900.00 -

810.00 -

720.00 -

630.00 -

540.00 -

cg's

Dr. 450.00 -
-',...
0_

<1 360.00 -

270.00 -

180.00 -

90.00 -

a

a

EI-8
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 2

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.84

A 8 A

(dad,)(1.,/1..j= 65.22

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.- 5.5

(did,)(1./W- 97.83
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 6.9

0.00 Ito, I -fo tfloolo I - I * I- I . I * I-2.60 -2.49 -2.38 -2.27 -2.16 -2.05 -1.94 -1.83 -1.72 -1.61 -1.50

to-ci-Cur/(Aye/P0)1/2)



600.00

540.00

480.00

420.00

" 360.00

a- 300.00

240.00

180.00

0 0

0
0

EI -8
BED DEPTH: 12

SPEED CODE 3

(db/d,)(1.4/Ljm 32.61

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 5.97

A

A

120.00 (cIdd,)(1.../11,)= 65.22

60.00
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL. 6.89

A

(db/d0(L./Lb)= 97.83
SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.=

0.00 -I- I -62.50 2.39 2.28 2.17 2.06 1.95 1.84 1.73 1.62

to-F(ur/(Aye/p0)1/2)

1.51 1.40



2200.00 -

1980.00 -

1760.00 -

1540.00 -

1320.00

y.5 1100.00
:=Y

Q. 880.00

660.00 -

4 4 0.00 -

220.00 -

a

0

0

EI-E3
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 1

(d,,/d,)(L,/l.,,)= 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 3.57

a

(dad,) (4/4)= 81.52

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL.= 4.3

(d,/d,)(1.,/l.,)= 122.3
SUPERF. FLUD. SALN-

0.00 -0 It , f-2.80 -2.68 -2.56 -2.44 -2.32 -2.20 -2.08 -1.96 -1.84 -1.72 -1.60

tay,(u,l(frve/poY/2)



1200.00

1080.00

960.00

840.00

720.00

j,.Q7-

__7 600.00

<1 480.00

360.00

240.00

120.00

0.00

0

EI-8
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 2

(db/d,)(1.,/14) 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL. 4.74

A A

(c1b/c10(.-118).- 81.52

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL. 5.53A

(db/d1.)(1-./1.4)= 122.3
(IMRE-ELM VEI = 6_79

2.60 2.49 2.38 2.27 2.16 2.05 1.94 1.83 1.72

toy,Cur/(Aye/p.)1/2)

1.61 1.50



750.00

CI

675.00 -

600.00

525.00 -

450.00 -

ni p.

D
',..,

Ca-<1 300.00 -

225.00 -

150.00 -

75.00 -

375.00 -

0.00
-2.50

0

a

o
EI -8
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 3

(ddd,)(1,/1.4)=.1 40.76

SUPERF. FLUD. VEL..E. 6.30

A

(dadO(L,./Lj= 81.52

UPERF. FLUD. VEL.3= 7.28

(dadi.)(1-.44).. 122.3
FERF. Fl !In vn....... 8.4.7 )1:

f -*-1- -I- I--2.39 -2.28 -2.17 -2.06
04--
-1.95

I-
-1.84

I
-1.73

1

-1.62
I

-1.51
I

-1.40

toy,(u,/(Aye/p0)1/2)



500.00

450.00

(dad,)(1../1.4)..- 40.76
400.00 SUPERF. FLUD. VEL... 7.54

350.00

300.00

CI- 250.00

200.00

150.00

100.00

50.00

A

EI-E3
BED DEPTH: 15

SPEED CODE 4

(dadp)(1-i1-.)= 81.52

FLUD. VRE

(dad.)(1-11-6), 122.3

0.00 - 4 r r r f o - f r # -2.40 -2.29 -2.18 -2.07 -1.96 -1.85 -1.74 -1.63 -1.52 -1.41 -1.30

13F(url(Aye/p0)1/2)
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APPENDIX F

REGRESSION ANALYSES

The following computer outputs are the results of regression

analyses which produced the required mathematical models. Indepen-

dent variables and have been named RATIO 1 and RATIO 2,dp Lb

respectively. Pressure parameters, Reynolds numbers, and Froude

numbers are names as PRES, REYN, and FRUD. F values for the models

are found as the quotient of mean squares of regression and residual.

MSR
F =

MSE

The calculated F values are then compared to the tabulated F values

to carry out the null hypothesis:

Ho: a0- al a2- 03 04 o

vs. the alternative hypothesis:

Ha: a0# al # a2# a3# a4 #O

where ails are the regression coefficients in the models. If the

calculated value exceed the tabulated value, it is concluded that

the null hypothesis must be rejected indicating the model is good

because not all the coefficients are zero.

TVALUES gives statistical t values which show the significance

of each variable in the models. Both the F values and t values in-

dicate the proposed models are statistically acceptable.



Regression analysis for the first model:

-1.5133E+00 FEUD-1. 0450E+.00__FATIO2
AVT A9LE

107

+1.344SE+00 RKTIC1

ArALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES_ MEAN SCUAFE
TOTAL__ 383 1. 15850260E 00_
REGRESSION

_

4

__4.5_5.1964_95E__QZ

3.5055219E 02 8.87639047E 01
RESIDUAL 379 1.00141276E 02 2.64225004E -C1

ITVALUES

CONSTANT
REYN

f Ft7D
RATIC1

___RATICZ

sOUAc_U = (8-IIOU429

S. E. OF --RE r-.---r_=-CEF
E.S9967607E-01 -9. E7581948E OD
3.91835822E-02 -1. {7042[466 01
7-7-tr7-714-3-2----,--2-:--423 '613-4-87-E-0-1
1.1311,51s-5E-01 1.18861169E 01

_6, 40736E 34E- 02 -1.63097822E 01

F
MSE

336

F(.95; 4, 379) = 2.37



Regression analysis for modified first model:

Equation one:

PRES =- 5.7C56E -01 - 4.8792E -0i REYN
F-Put) +1.1045E+00_RATIZ

+AVTABLE

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
TOTAL 127 8.60969481E 00 6.77928725E-02

REGRESSION 3 .6.43825663E 00 ;.14608554E DO

RESICUAL 124 2.17143818E 00 1.75115982E-02

R SQUARED = .74779150-

VARItBLE
CONSTANT
REYN
FRUD-
RATIC1

S.E. OF-REGR._COEF
3.09281923E-C1
3.78199736E-C2
7.17076241E -02
1.15988726E-01

F 123
MSE

F(.95; 3, 124) = 2.68

-1.84480295E CO
-1.29011240E 01
- 1.78648326E- C1
9.52276786E GO
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Regression analysis for modified first model (cont.):

Equation Two:

PRES =-3.9120E+00
-1,6313E+03 FRUO

A VT ABLE

-3.!E1 EE-01 REYN
+1,4E44E+00 RATIO'

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

SOURCE OF SUM OF SOUARES mEAN CUARE
_- __TOTAL 575 23747E - 01

REGRESSION 4 3.64683142E 01 9.10207854E 00

RESICUAL 251 1.39602414E 01 E.56184918E-C2

R SOUARED = .72283816

.__.27VALUES

VARIABLE
CCNSTANT
REYN
FFUD
RATIC1

_RATIC2

S.E. OF REGR. CCET-
3.93E51155E-01
5.25309220E-02
1.00587982E01--
1. 4E545986E-01

MSR
F =

MSE
164

F(.95; 4, 251) = 2.37

T
-9.93276460E CO
-7.35108738E 00

E2181092E 01
9.99262158E 00

_=t4,761135801E
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Regression analysis for the second model:

PRESLN =-6.3661E-01 -6.9219E-02 REYN
.!-2.7844E-01_FRUD +2.4008E-01 RATIC1
-1.9815E-01 kATIO2

SAVTABLE

An-UTSIS CF-V-A-CTANCE-7-AILE

SOURCE______ OF
TOTAL 383

-REGRESSION -4

RESICUAL 379

SUM OF SQUARES
1.0526065E Cl

1.2.70950DE D1

5.343E5653E GO

MEAN SOLAPE__
4.71347429E-02

2.17723750E-00

1.40993576E-02

F SQUARED = .70399529

STVALUES

VARIABLE F.E. OF REGR. CCEF
CONSTANT 1.59368970E-01

---REYN 1..'T-05-1-472-E3t=t1
FRUD 1.72738181E-G2

'.____RATIO1 _2.61355721E-02_
RATIC2 1.48C101.56E-02

MSR
F

MSE =225

F(.95; 4, 379) = 2.37

-3.99454783E 00
-17611-7-32-887EOt
-1.E1191151E 01
____9.15571537E_L0
-1.2387E953E 01
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APPENDIX G

POOL TEST LEADING TO EQUATION TWO IN MODIFIED MODEL ONE

The statistical F-test which leads to the conclusion that

categorized data for slumping ratios of 1/4 and 3/8 should be sub-

ject to the same regression model is performed by testing the null

hypothesis:

Ho: 80 =
f36 ' 131 $1 ""

against the alternative hypothesis:

Ha: 86 t 00 , al # ai ,...

where a.
1
and a: are corresponding regression coefficients when the

1

data are subject to different regression analyses. So Ho concludes

that the data should be pooled together, and Ha concludes they

should not be pooled.

The test statistic is constructed as shown in the following:

[SSE, - (SSE1 + SSE2)]/[dfp - (dfl + df2)]
F v

(SSE., + SSE2)/(dfl + df2)

where SSE designates sum of squares of residuals. Subscript p means

SSE for pooled data regression. The calculated test statistic is

then compared to the tabulated F distribution. If it exceeds the

tabulated value, the null hypothesis should be rejected and the data

should not be pooled.

Tests have shown that only data sets with slumping ratios of

1/4 and 3/8 should be gathered together. The calculations are

included below.

From the computer outputs on the following page and the output

in Appendix F, for the regression analysis of modified first model,
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equation two, we have:

SSE
P

= 13.96

SSE., = 4.93

SSE2 = 8.72

df
P

= 251

df
1
= 124 = df

2

Substituting into the above equation gives

[13.96 - (4.93 + 8.72)].[251 - (124 + 124)]
(4.93 + 8.72) /(124 + 124)

= 1.88

and the tabulated F value is

F (.95; 124 + 124, 251 - (124 + 124)) = F (.95; 248, 3) = 8.53

So it is concluded that the data should be pooled.



Regression analysis for data with slumping ratio of 1/4 only:

PFES =-3.0541E+00 -4.3409E-01
-1.6107E+00 FRUD +1.5937E+00

+AVTABLE

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

REYN
RATICI

TABLE

SOURCE MEAN SQUARECF SUM OF SOLikES--
TCTAL 127 1.76567977E 01 1.39029903E-01

REGRESSION 3 1.27307403E 01 4.24358010E 00

RESIDUAL 124 4.92605737E 00 3.97262691E-02

+TVALUES

VARIABLE
CONSTANT

S.E. OF REGR. CCEF
4.64695643E-01 -6.57221145E CD

REYN 6.11705916E-02 -7.09632108E CO
1.168463.43E -.01 .

RATIC1 1.75376935E-C1 9.08721308E 00

Regression analysis for data with slumping ratio of 3/8 only:

PRES =-3.2178E+00
-1.6520E+00 FRUD

+AVTABLE

-3.3E24E-01 REYN
+1.335CE+00 RATIC1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

SOURCE OF Sum OF SQUARES
TOTAL 127 2.40594167E 01

REGRESSION 3 1.53420358E 01

RESIDUAL 124 8.71738088E 00

R SQUARED' =- .63767281

+TVALUES

VARIABLE. S.E..OF REGR._DCEE_
CONSTANT 6.14576534E-C1
REYN 8.56970432E-02
FRUD 1.64885716E-C1
RATIC1 2.32708623E-C1

MEAN SQUARE
1.8944422E- C1

E.11401194E 00

7.03014587E-02

T . _
-5.23575947E 00
- 3.93774423E CO
- 1.00192994E Cl
5.74002635E CO
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APPENDIX H

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Presented in the following pages are the reduced raw data. Each

page consists of data for two different experimental conditions.

Notations used are self-explanatory. P1, P2, ... and P7 represent

the pressure readings obtained at different locations along the

length of the bed. These locations are at .025 m, .33 m, .46 m,

.74 m, .86 m, 1.17 m, 1.58 m, and 1.98 m (1", 13", 18", 29", 34",

46", 62", and 78") from the left end of the bed. Units used are

summarized below.

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

m in.

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING VEL: m/s fsp

P1 kPa in. of water

P2 kPa in. of water

P3 kPa in. of water

P4 kPa in. of water

P5 kPa in. of water

P6 kPa in. of water

P7 kPa in. of water

P8 kPa in. of water
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MATERIAL 2E1...16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .203 * 8.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.091 * 3.580
P1 .716 * 2.875
P2 .965 * 3.875
P3 .903 * 3.625
P4 .903 * 3.625
P5 .9i3 * 3.625
P6 .9C3 * 3.625
P7 .747 * 3.000
P8 .840 * 3.375

MATERIAL LEI -16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE DEPTH : .233 * 8.

FLUIDIZING VEL : 1.420 * 4.660
P1 .156 * .625
P2 .327 * 1.313
P3 .358 * 1.438
P4 .467 * 1.875
P5 .475 * 1.750
P6 .L67 * 1.875
P7 .311 * 1.250
P8 .405 * 1.625
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MATERIAL *EI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

:

VEL 2

.203
1.571
.078
.156
.202
.218
.218
.311
.C93
.062

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*

8.

5.154
.313
.625
.813
.875
.875

1.250
.375
.250

MATERIAL SEI16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 1

.213
1.518
.405
.747
.716
.934
.9C1
.747
.623
.716

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

8.

4.980
1.625
3.000
2.675
3.750
3.625
3.000
2.500
2.875
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MATERIAL tEI..16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE! DEPTH t .213 * 8.FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.772 * 5.815
P1 .125 * .500
P2 .280 * 1.125
P3 .342 * 1.375
P4 .342 * 1.375
P5 .374 * 1.500
P6 .529 * 2.125
P7 .218 * .875
P8 .374 * 1.500

MATERIAL tEI16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
06
P7

P8

t

VEL 1

.273
1.9C9
.093
.156
.2C2
.218
.156
.374
.187
.218

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

8.

6.262
.375
.625
.813
.875
.625

1.500
.750
.875
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MATERIAL *EI -16
SLUMPING RATIO 1 .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE0 DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

1

VEL 2

.305
1.186
1.370
2.210
2.179
2.210
2.241
2.272
2.148
2.179

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

12.
3.890
5.500
8.875
8.750
8.875
9.000
9.125
8.625
8.750

MATERIAL SEI -16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

ST UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

9E0 DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

1

VEL 1

.305
1.384
.872

1.6'41

1.992
2.C5
2.241
2.179
2.C54
2.C85

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

12.
4.540
3.500
6.750
8.000
8.375
9.000
8.750
8.250
8.375
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MATERIAL 1H-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEtl DEPTH 1 .305
FLUIDIZING VEL 1 1.571

P1 .1q7
P2 .342
P3 .4C5
P4 .P09
P5 1.152
06 1.463
P7 1.401
P8 1.556

MATERIAL 3E1-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

12.
5.154
.750

1.375
1.625
3.250
4.625
5.875
5.625
6.250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
07

P8

t

VEL 1

.305
1.518
.903

2.054
2.117
2.054
2.05
2.179
7.C54
2.117

*
*

*

*

*

4
*

*
*

*

12.
4.980
3.625
8.250
8.500
8.250
8.3'5
8.750
8.250
8.500
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MATERIAL tEI..16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .305 * 12.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.654 * 5.425

P1 .311 * 1.250
P2 .654 * 2.625
P3 .872 * 3.500
P4 1.619 * 6.500
P5 1.619 * 6.500
P6 1.743 * 7.000
P7 1.556 * 6.250
P8 1.681 * 6.750

MATERIAL t9I16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
03

P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 2

.305
1.984
.125
.280
.342
.903
.872

1.121
1.121
1.245

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

12.
6.510
.500

1.125
1.375
3.625
3.500
4.500
4.500
5.000
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MATERIAL SEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH 1

FLUIDIZING VEL
P1
02
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

1

.305
2.313
.903

2.241
2.179
2.117
2.179
2.179
2.117
2.241

*

*
*

4
*

4
*

4
*

*

12.
7.590
3.625
9.000
8.750
8.500
8.750
8.750
8.500
9.000

MATERIAL tEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO 1 .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 1

.305
2.701
.187
.685
.872

1.556
1.556
1.743
1.F19
1.681

4

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

12.
8.860
.750

2.750
3.500
6.250
6.250
7.000
6.53G
6.750
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MATERIAL tEI..16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .305 * 12.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.901 * 9.518
P1 .031 * .125

P2 .280 * 1.125
P3 .342 * 1.375
P4 .623 * 2.500

P5 .747 * 3.000

P6 .934 * 3.750
P7 .747 * 3.000
P8 .934 * 3.750

MATERIAL tEI16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH , .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZIN6 VEL t 1.122 * 3.680

P1 1.568 * 7.500
P2 2.958 * 12.000
P3 3.113 * 12.500
P4 2.988 * 12.000
P5 2.988 * 12.000
P6 3.113 * 12.500
P7 2.564 * 11.500
P8 3.113 * 12.500
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MATERIAL *EI -16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEI DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 1

.381
1.457
.996

1.743
2.117
2.615
2.615
2.739
2.815
2.739

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

15.
4.780
4.000
7.000
8.500

10.500
10.500
11.000
1G.500
11.000

MATERIAL 1EI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

SEC DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
07

P8

t

VEL 1

.381
1.618
.311
.545
.685

1.276
1.743
2.241
2.117
2.241

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

15.
5.308
1.250
2.188
2.750
5.125
7.000
9.000
8.500
9.000
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MATERIAL tEI...16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BER DEPTH t .181 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.469 * 4.820
Pi 1.805 * 7.250
P2 2.988 * 12.030
P3 2.988 * 12.000
P4 2.988 * 12.000
P5 2.988 * 12.000
P6 3.113 * 12.500
P7 2.864 * 11.500
P8 3.113 * 12.500

MATERIAL tEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE1 OqPT4 t .181 * 15.

FLUIDITING VEL t 1.714 * 5.623

P1 .591 * 2.375

P2 1.245 * 5.000

P3 1.619 * 6.500

P4 2.615 * 10.500

P5 2.493 * 10.000

P6 2.615 * 10.530

P7 2.615 * 16.500

P8 2.615 * 10.500
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MATERIAL SEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.909 * 6.262

P1 .249 * 1.000
P2 .498 * 2.000
P3 .591 * 2.375
P4 1.121 * 4.500
P5 1.619 * 6.500
P6 1.868 * 7.500
P7 1.868 * 7.500
P8 1.868 * 7.500

MATERIAL *EI -16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t

FLUIDIZING VEL
Pi
02
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

2

.381
1.901
1.619
3.113
3.113
2.988
2.988
3.113
2.988
3.113

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

15.
6.237
6.500

12.500
12.500
12.000
12.000
12.500
12.000
12.500
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MATERIAL tEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED 060TH 1 .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.170 * 7.120

P1 .342 * 1.375
P2 .934 * 3.750

P3 1.245 * 5.000

P4 2.490 * 10.000
P5 2.366 * 9.500
P6 2.490 * 10.000
P7 2.366 * 9.530
P8 2.490 * 10.000

MATERIAL tEI-16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.429 * 7.970

P1 .187 * .750
P2 .436 * 1.750
P3 .436 * 1.750
P4 .996 * 4.000
P5 1.370 * 5.500
P6 1.619 * 6.500
P7 1.619 * 6.500
P8 1.743 * 7.000
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MATERIAL tEI16
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 1

.331
2.246
1.370
2.988
2.988
2.864
2.490
2.988
2.988
2.988

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

15.
7.370
5.500
12.000
12.000
11.500
10.000
12.000
12.000
12.000

MATERIAL SEI16
SLUMPING RATIO ! .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE DEPTH t .311 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.621 * 8.600
P1 .374 * 1.500
P2 .9116 * 4.000
P3 1.121 * 4.500
P4 2.366 * 9.500

P5 2.241 * 9.000

P6 2.490 * 10.600
P1 2.366 * 9.500

P8 2.490 * 10.000
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MATERIAL *EI -16
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

t

VEL 1

.381
2.804
.156
.467
.560
.8C9

1.245
1.494
1.245
1.619

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

15.
9.200
.625

1.875
2.250
3.250
5.000
6.000
5.000
6.500

MATERIAL *EI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEO DEPT4 :

FLUIDIZING VEL
P1

02
P3
P4
P5
DE,

P7
98

1

.305
1.128
.P72

1.494
1.e05
1.663
1.868
1.930
1.PC5
1.930

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

12.
3.700
3.500
6.000
7.250
7.500
7.500
7.750
7.250
7.750
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MATERIAL 1FI-8
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEE) DEPTH t .305 * 12.
FLUIDIZING VEL I 1.317 * 4.320

P1 .311 * 1.250
P2 .493 * 2.000
P3 .623 * 2.500
04 1.370 * 5.500
p5 1.432 * 5.750
pE, 1.494 * 6.000
P7 1.370 * 5.500
pg 1.494 * 6.000

MATERIAL :EI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t 4305 * 12.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.524 * 5.000

P1 .187 * .750
P2 .249 * 1.600
P3 .311 * 1.250
P4 .685 * 2.750
P5 1.CF8 * 4.250
P6 1.370 * 5.500
PT 1.3C7 * 5.250
Ps 1.370 * 5.500
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MATERIAL tEI8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .705 * 12.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.475 * 4.840

P1 .872 * 3.500
P2 1.805 * 7.250
P3 1.992 * 8.000
P4 1.992 * 8.000
P5 1.930 * 7.750
P6 2.054 * 8.250
07 1.930 * 7.750
P8 1.992 * 8.000

MATERIAL LEI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
05

06
P7
P8

1

VEL 1

.305
1.686
.374
.498
.716

1.432
1.432
1.494
1.432
1.432

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

12.
5.530
1.500
2.000
2.875
5.750
5.750
6.000
5.750
5.750



MATERIAL AEI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

P8

2

VEL 2

.305
1.947
.187
.249
.311
.685
.996

1.245
1.245
1.370

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

12.
6.388
.750

1.000
1.250
2.750
4.000
5.000
5.000
5.500

MATERIAL SEI-8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

BED DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

P8

2

VEL 2

SI UNITS

.305
1.820
.934

1.743
2.117
1.992
1.910
2.117
1.868
1.992

ENGLISH UNITS

* 12.
ii- 5.970
* 3.750
* 7.000
* 8.500
* 8.000
* 7.750
* 8.500
* 7.500
* 8.000
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MATERIAL $EI -8
SLUMPING RATID t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .305 * 12.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.100 * 6.890
P1 .342 * 1.375
P2 .467 * 1.875
P3 .747 * 3.000
P4 1.619 * 6.500
P5 1.494 * 6.000
P6 1.494 * 6.000
07 1.370 * 5.500
P8 1.494 * 6.000

MATERIAL tEI-8
SLUMPING RATID t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .305 4 12.

FLUIDI7ING VEL t 2.368 * 7.770
P1 .187 * .750

P2 .187 * .750

P3 .311 * 1.250
P4 .560 * 2.250

P5 .809 * 3.250

P6 1.121 * 4.500
P7 .996 * 4.000
P8 1.183 * 4.750
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MATERIAL :EI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEE DEPTH t .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.088 * 3.570
P1 1..707 * 5.250
P2 1.805 * 7.250
P3 2.552 * 10.250
P4 2.552 * 10.250
P5 2.366 * 9.500
P6 2.739 * 11.000
P7 2.552 * 10.250
P8 , 2.615 * 10.50D

MATERIAL sEI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEC DEPTH 1 .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.717 * 4.320
P1 .498 4 2.000

P2 .E23 * 2.500
P3 .996 * 4.000
Pl. 2.117 * 8.530

P5 1.992 * 8.000

P6 2.117 * 8.500
P7 1.4342 * 8.000
Pd 2.117 * 8.500
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MATERIAL tEI-8
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .33/ * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL : 1.524 * 5.000

P1 .249 * 1.000
P2 .342 * 1.375
P3 .436 * 1.750
P4 1.121 * 4.500
P5 1.432 * 5.750
P6 2.054 * 8.250
P7 1.992 * 8.000
P8 2.117 * 8.500

MATERIAL *EI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BE1 DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.445 * 4.740

P1 1.245 * 5.000
P2 1.992 * 8.000
P3 2.739 * 11.000
P4 2.677 * 10.750
P5 2.428 * 9.750
P6 2.739 * 11.000
P7 2.490 * 1G.000
P8 2.615 * 10.500
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MATERIAL :EI8
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

13E0 DEPTH
FLUIDIZING

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

:

VEL 1

.381
1.686
.467
.591
.934

2.117
2.117
2.117
1.592
2.117

*

*

*
*

*
4

*

*

*

*

15.
5.530
1.875
2.375
3.750
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.000
8.500

MATERIAL :EI8
SLUMPING RATIO : .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

6E0 DEPTH 1 .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL i 1.917 * 6.290
P1 .249 * 1.000
I" .249 * 1.000
P3 .374 * 1.500
04 .934 * 3.750
P5 1.183 * 4.750
P6 1.743 * 7.000
P7 1.8C5 * 7.250
08 2.054 * 6.250
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MATERIAL tEI-8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 1.920 * 6.300

P1 1.494 * 6.000
P2 2.615 * 10.500
P3 2.088 * 12.000
P4 2.864 * 11.500
P5 2.739 * 11.000
P6 2.864 * 11.500
P7 2.864 * 11.500
P8 2.988 * 12.000

MATERIAL su-e
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED OEPT4 t .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t ?..219 * 7.280

P1 .623 * 2.500

P2 .974 * 3.750

P3 1.183 * 4.750

P4 2.428 * 9.750

PS 1.992 * 8.030

P6 2.366 * 9.500
P7 2.241 * 9.000

P8 2.303 * 9.250
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MATERIAL tEI-8
SLUMPING RATID t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BEI DEPTH t .381 * 15.

FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.460 * 8.070
P1 .342 * 1.375
P2 .374 * 1.500
P3 .529 * 2.125
P4 1.058 * 4.250
P5 1.370 * 5.500
P6 1.743 * 7.000
P7 1.743 7.000
P8 1.868 * 7.500

MATERIAL tEI-8
SLUMPING RATIO t .125

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.298 * 7.540

P1 1.494 * 6.030
P2 2.864 * 11.500
P3 2.088 12.000
P4 2.988 * 12.000
P5 2.864 11.500
P6 2.988 12.000
P7 2.088 4 12.000
P8 2.988 * 12.000
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MATERIAL tEIq3
SLUMPING RATIO t .250

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.661 * 8.730

P1 .529 * 2.125
P2 .840 * 3.375
P3 1.183 * 4.750
P4 2.366 * 9.500
P5 2.241 * 9.000
P6 2.766 * 9.500
P7 2.241 * 9.000
P8 2.366 * 9.500

MATERIAL *EI -8
SLUMPING RATIO t .375

SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS

BED DEPTH t .381 * 15.
FLUIDIZING VEL t 2.Q78 * 9.770

P1 .342 * 1.375
P2 .436 * 1.750
P3 .560 * 2.250
P4 .996 * 4.000
P5 1.307 * 5.250
P6 1.494 * 6.000
P7 1.681 * 6.750
P8 1.743 * 7.000


